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When it comes to providing service and support to
RBC owners and operators, RBC Services always
tries to offer options regarding replacement RBC
equipment and repairs.

The increased surface area per sheet also allows
wider spacing which improves flow. The assembly
method also prevents bulging of sheets which can
cause a problem.

In many cases when repairs were needed, we have
provided options to keep those repair costs down.
And in other cases when replacements were
thought to be needed, we either provided methods
for repair, or kept costs down on replacement parts,
all in an effort to save you time and money.

The first CLOW RBCs were shipped to
installations in about 1973. The last CLOW RBCs
manufactured with the cage type media support
design were sold in 1984. That puts these units at a
considerable age.

In keeping with that tradition, you now have an
option regarding replacement media for CLOW
RBCs with a cage type media support structure
which uses bars on top to keep the media in place.
While there is still a cost involved, that cost is held
to a minimum.
The media is configured to fit into the existing
media support structure cage and comes in a
variety of treatment surface areas to satisfy
requirements. The media is shipped in preassembled bundles, easily handled by two people
when being inserted in the structure. This method
of assembly can reduce downtime and installation
costs by as much as 70%.

Over time, there may have been some concerns
with this type media. If you are experiencing any
media problems, give us a call. We can get you
back on track and save you time and money as
well.
Let me ask you. How many times have you had to
schedule, prepare and purchase equipment for a
repair project and managed to save costs? It can
happen the next time.
Should you ever have questions regarding any type
of RBC concern or about your RBC operations in
general, please do not hesitate to give us a call. I’m
sure we can help.

